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Microsoft Word 
Formatting Documents 

Task #1 

You work as an assistant to the marketing director of Lighthouse Bank. You are making changes 

to a draft of a booklet for customers who are opening their first checking accounts. 

1. Go to edmodo.com and open the Checking Account.docx Data File. Save the document as 

task1_Checking Account Info followed by your initials. 

2. Select all the text and clear the formatting. 

3. Go to Paye Layout>click Themes> choose Civic. 

4. Click anywhere in the first line of text (New 

Checking Account). Click Home Tab>go to 

Styles>click Title. 

5. Apply the Heading 2 style to the three headings in the document (Opening a Checking Account, 

Using your Checking Account, Making a Deposit). 

6. Near the bottom of the document, apply the No Spacing style to the first three lines of the bank’s 

address (from Lighthouse Bank through Box 875409). 

 

 

 

7. Go to the paragraph “Making a Deposit”. Press enter after Fill out a deposit slip with. Format 

the text like the example below: 

Fill out a deposit slip with:  

 your name,  

 account number,  

 and the amount you are depositing.  
 

Press the Enter key after depositing. 

8. In the last paragraph of the document, replace the Customer Service Department with your name.  

9. Preview the document. Save, close the document and turn it in edmodo.  
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Task #2 

You have been asked to prepare a poster for your classroom with tips about how to create a good 

PowerPoint.  

1. Go to edmodo.com and open the PowerPoint.docx Data File. Save the document as 

task2_PowerPointPointer followed by your initials. 

2. Select all the text and clear the formatting. 

3. Apply the Title Quick Style to the first line of the text. 

4. Change the theme to Newsprint. 

5. Apply the Book Title Quick Style to the second line of text. 

6. Change the size of the second line of text to 16 points and make the text bold. 

7. Change the colour of the second line of text to Dark Red, Accent 1. 

8. Use the Format Painter to copy the style of the second line of text to the eight line of text 

(Powerful Tips). 

9.  Format the third line of text with bold and italic. 

10.  Change the font size of the three lines of text under Use only Six: and under the heading 

Powerful Tips to 14 points and apply checkmark bullets. 

11. Go to Powerful Tips>click the third line of text (Arial)>press the Tab key on your keyboard. 

12. Do the same step for fourth and fifth line of text (Impact/Tahoma). 

13. Place the insertion point after the text “Rows of Data on a Table” and press Enter. Type in: Data 

Points (bars, slices, lines) 

14. Insert beside the title a clipart. Type in the search box checkmark and choose a red one. Double 

click the picture>click the Format Tab>click Wrap Text>click In front of Text>move picture 

beside the title>see example on next page.  
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15. Click the Insert tab>click Footer>choose Alphabet style> Type your name on the left side> 

press the spacebar> enter an uppercase I letter> press spacebar 

16. Go to Insert> click Date&Time> choose the format (May-11-2011) 

17. Preview the document. Save, print, close the document and turn it in edmodo. 

 

Your Final Product should look like the both Examples below: 

Task #1        Task #2 

 

  


